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ABSTRACT
India is a second largest country about population after China. The social structure and construction of India is
different than other countries. Indian society is full of social problems. Every day social life is becoming complex and
crucial. Like other countries, India also accepted the policy of globalization. New global challenges are in front of
Indian society. Basically Indian values and ethics are well-known in the world. That’s why even in the diversity of
India trying to enhance the social and economical status. There are five thousand languages, six main religions,
various cultural trends and heterogeneous streams of civilization.
India is a developmental country moving towards development and progress.
There are many hurdles and challenges in front of Indian society. Social, cultural, economical, religious and
political conflict sometimes disturbs the social system which cause to hurt of national integration.
In this paper basically focus has been given on the understanding of Indian society to take the review of
various problems and challenges in front of Indian society.
Conclusion of the paper will be included effective, expected and relevant suggestions and eradication plan to
overcome the challenges in front of humanity with context to Indian society.
KEY WORDS: Hurdles, problems, process, culture

INTRODUCTION
Indian is well-known about culture in the world.
Values, ethics, morality etc are the part of Indian
society. Indian society based on the culture, social and
religions patterns and this variable indulged directly in
Indian social life.
Ramayana and Mahabharata are the great
ancient epics which have mainly stick with sacrifice
and tolerance.
When we peruse the study of knowledge and
education system of India, we notice the wonderful
features and characteristics of Bhartiya (Indian)
knowledge system. Earlier in Indian society, was place
to Gurukul pattern. Students used to live with Guru. In
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that way there was close bonding and control of Guru.
But as per the time span, there are many lacunas,
challenges and less response to education and
knowledge system in current scenario.
The main aim of this paper is to promote the
ancient Indian value system and try to put frame old
knowledge pattern in today’s education system.
Identification, study and eradication of drawbacks in
Indian knowledge system and move towards the
positive futuristic approach.
There should be the place in each and every
stream of education to human ethics and professional
values.
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A Person with good values is revered all
around the world and hence it has become important
for each and every one of us. There is a need in
country to serve for the development of the society by
inculcating good values and ethics within us. There are
many spiritual leaders in India who are trying to bring
back these values taught by the ancestors of our nation
and create good beings. There are many organizations
like the Yogoda Satsang Society of India, the art of
living, etc who are trying to spread the importance of
human values all around the world.
‘Karmas.’ dignified the status of every
individual in the society. So it is very important for
each and every human being to inculcate good values
within themselves for the development of their self and
society. Professional Ethics and human values have
great importance in social sciences. It is an essential
process towards the development. If a person has
professional ethics, it keeps on practicing them boost
towards the development. Human values also refer to
the same thing the emotions or feelings as Kindness –
Generosity – Punctuality

IMPORTANT FACTORS OF
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS AND VALUES

1) Kindness :
2) Punctuality :
3) Generosity:
4) Helpful :
5) Dedication for work :
Now a days a subject cultural studies is
becoming a global issue. In the age of globalization
everyone is trying to maintain his or her global status in
the society. Cultural transmission and interaction
concepts are the today’s part of life.
With the cultural transmission and lag new
social problems also arising in the society which
affecting directly or indirectly on human social life.
The existence of fashion and fad is well-known quality
of cultural aspect. The survival in the society is very
difficult and adjustable to everyone. The acceptance
and involvement of the modern things in life is
mandatory and necessary.
Education system is basic developmental tool
of every society. That is why government has to
maintain the educational policy as per the global trend.
Modern students should get the knowledge of cultural
parameters and characteristics.
With context to Indian society various courses
has been started by government of India as well as
maximum states through the universities and colleges.
Up to the cultural dialogue and acceptance it’s
comfortable, but when the problems go to raise it
attract the intension of society. May be that effects
creates side effects and corrupt the young generation of
the country.
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This is a need of time to do the study,
acceptance and transmission of the new thing in the life
but society has to identify the cultural side effects of
other countries.
Professional ethics and human values are the
most essential elements. Each and every individual
must be aware about this. Moral values, good manners,
ethics, moral values in human beings are getting
defrosted in current scenario. People started becoming
more self centered. They just think of themselves &
their family but doesn’t show concern towards rest of
the society. They don’t fell any moral duty towards
nation. People nowadays are becoming stone hearted.
They have lost their feeling of responsibility towards
the society. Basic human values like honestly,
kindness, humbleness, respect of elders, less use of
abusive words, dedication towards ones work sincerity,
helpful nature are not found in towards youngsters.
This generation is becoming rapid and fast. Youths are
getting addicted towards technology and hyper media
culture which cause for lacking of family, friends and
relatives.
These human values, manners and ethics must
be rembibbed in the hearts of man so that problems can
get solved. Therefore certain things related to ethics
will make the students understand how to realize the
utility of their scientific knowledge for upliftment &
betterment of society. Professional ethics corresponds
to the behaviors of each and every individual
professionally. How should be our way of during
interviews and public places comes under professional
ethics. Having a proper knowledge of ethics make us
stand with dignity in society they make us emotionally
strong and even more balanced so that we can take
decisions in right way. Our moral values &
professional ethics are the factors which determine our
behavior in public places make our gain a respect in
society.
Lack of human values make human hearted
and think only selfishly. They don’t have sympathy &
mercy for others. They completely self centered and
can never think about other people of the society they
don’t consider their moral duty to help for betterment
of the society.
A human being with good moral value is
always gain to society because he himself not only
develops but develops the entire society. Therefore
such human beings are the prime requirement of the
today’s nation.
Inclusion of such morality in educational
curriculum of students, it help to make the student
aware about society for a while and find new solutions
to problem faced by our country in more scientific way
so that we can come out with a better solution which
help in develops of our society and nation. Ethical
values and human values are very important for a
person to survive in a country and have a good
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name.Every person can earn money in one or the other
way but being a good person by human values and
ethics is the important thing.
Ethics don’t need much stuff to be inherited.
They can just be followed by heart. Some of them, you
just learn them from your parents. Not just, like you
learn them from your parents, you are supposed to learn
it from your parents because it is with them only how
you grow up. They will let you go to school and then
comes school. A place where your tender life begins.
Your dreams cherish. You find great teachers, great
friends.
1) Always give respect to elders.
2) Respect mother and Father,Teachers and guests.
3) If you give respect you get respect.
4) Lend a healthy life away from all bad habits.
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